
Introducing the new EVO

Meet the second generation of the award-winning 
EVO ®  LCD Arm... redesigned for a new decade, 
and reengineered for superior performance. 
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A redesigned and reengineered EVO®, making it sleeker, easier to use, and an even better 
value. 

A key new addition is the Better Balance™ System, a newly-invented counterbalance 
mechanism which provides true constant force across the arm’s entire range of motion, a 
feature previously achievable only with expensive and bulky gas cylinders. Better Balance™ is 
a revolutionary step forward, improving the user experience while enabling numerous other 
improvements in the arm’s form factor. 

EVO® comes packed with features, such as a quick-install vesa bracket and integrated mount 
handle (for speedy setup). Mount included: clamp to desk edge, through grommet hole, or bolt 
through desk. 
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Effortless motion and adjustment
courtesy of revolutionary spring-
powered Better Balance™ technology.

Environmentally-friendly
manufacturing methods, and
extensive use of recycled and
recyclable components.

Reduced installation time:
a. Quick-install VESA® adapter
b.Desk mount with integrated handle

Integrated cable management
keeps the desk organized.

EVO ® LCD5700 CAPABILITIES

Vertical range +/- 5.2" (13.2 cm) from horizontal

Horizontal range 18.6" (47.2 cm)

Rotation 360° at two joints, 180° at base

Monitor tilt 90° up, 20° down from center

Monitor pivot Landscape to portrait

Monitor compatibility VESA ® 75mm and 100mm

Cable management Cables are clipped beneath arm

Mounting options Desk Edge, Grommet, Through-Desk

Monitor weight (at standard monitor depths)  6 - 20 lbs (2.7 - 9.0 kg)
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